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Networking is required in every business enterprise, organization and houses nowadays are
attracting more people every day. In such a case number of people trying to be a Networking
Professional will be obviously high. In order to stand out, smart Networking Professional take
Cisco Certification which makes them recognized in the networking community.

Cisco Certification became the backbone of computer Networking
Industry
Cisco Systems is one of the leading Networking companies in the world. The master in the field
of production of networking devices and provide networking solutions to companies in
installation, configuration, operation, and troubleshooting problems of networks. They provide
an opportunity to Networking Professional so that they can assess their abilities in the field of
networking. They can even increase their skills by taking up the different level certification
exams. This is a great facility provided by Cisco Systems which enables enthusiastic
Networking Professional to make them more professional in their respective field.

Cisco Certification is required for Networking profile-Networkers Guru
Cisco certification can be done for five levels in networking divided according to the level of
knowledge and skills of networking. The first level is Entry level which is for a person of novice
level of networking. Then is the Associate level which is a foundation level for people who are
skillful enough to know about networking device and ways to operate them. Professional is a
level for people who have already started to work on tasks related to networking which comes
after Associate level. After Professional level next is an Expert level for people who have an indepth knowledge of the world of networking. Finally, Architect level is the highest level of
networking. The people certified in this group are the kings of networking. Cisco certification for
any level is available and can be received after passing the exam successively.
Cisco Certified Network Associate Voice
It is also popularly known as CCNA voice is an Associate level certification for Networking
Professional provided by Cisco Certification. This certification validates skills and knowledge of
any person to make him/her administrator of a voice network. Any person with this certification
must be able to specialize in skills relating to voice technologies and can do job roles such as
voice technologies administrates, voice engineers and voice manager. Skills like call control,
voicemail solutions, handset solutions and IP telephony are mastered by someone who has
mastered in CCNA Voice.
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CCIE certification is an Expert level certification which has a very high prestige in the world of
networking. To get the certification a person must give an examination that consists of both
theory and lab work. This level of certification is very tough and Cisco services prove that only
1% of total people involved in networking professionally can pass this level. So, there are
different CCIE training which will help professionals to succeed in the Expert level certification.
Training is available for all the eight tracks divided by Cisco for both theory and lab
examinations. Different Boot camps, training bundles, workbooks are available for the CCIE
trainings which helps the networking professionals to be expert in their track.
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